
<PLEASE READ THE FOLLOW ING>

Disc Golf in Hawaii has posted this Map in an effort to educate the public, but does not condone any misuse of this
information, nor any callous or inconsiderate behavior while playing this course. Liability is the sole responsibility of any
player that plays here, as well as familiarizing oneself of University, City, and State laws that may apply  when visiting the
campus.  Place spotters wherever blind spots occur, and give right of way to all pedestrians and vehicles. Never throw 
when there is even a remote chance of hitting anyone. Newcomers should always contact locals for a tour before attempting
to play this course. Please register to leave messages on the www.hdga.org website DISCussion board.  Courtesy and
patience will ensure that disc golf will continue to be played on this campus. Mahalo, Gen Boyer.

Description of course: Every hole is par 3; General P.D.G.A. rules apply; All asphalt roads and parking lots are OB; Most cement
sidewalks, drive ways, and other cement structures are inbounds; All low lying ground cover having clearly marked boundaries, and
all round  cement planters are OB; Holes’ target zones are marked with tape, green tie wire or rope. If a target zone is not marked, it
will be understood that the zone starts from your knee and ends at shoulder height above the ground; Tees are not marked so do
your best using the descriptions; Numbers on map indicate the tee  placement; All holes are objects as follows: Green dots are trees
and black dots are aluminum light poles or other man made objects.

#1-Tee from edge of curb; Hole is ‘S’ curved palm tree about 25 feet tall, just beyond bike racks and sidewalk.
#2-Tee from diagonal sidewalk next to hole #1; Hole is palm tree just past entrance to Synder Hall.
#3-Tee from sidewalk next to round planter; Hole is lone palm tree. 
#4-Tee from sidewalk next to round planter; Hole is palm tree up slope, last one near the corner of Keller Hall.
#5-Tee from walkway upstairs; Hole is short red  water hydrant towards theatre.
#6-Tee from crack in walkway adjacent to hole #5; Hole is tall palm, down slope, next to  lamp post. Parking lot is OB.
Place spotters to watch parking lot.
#7-Tee from grass below doorway to theatre; Hole is tree to the right of marble sculpture.  Bushes behind tree are OB.
#8-Tee at top of Library stairs, crack in cement, in line with railing; Hole is last palm before Bilger Hall entrance.
#9-Tee from edge of sidewalk, near planter; Hole is large Tamarind tree between black sculpture and Art Bldg.
#10-Tee is edge of sidewalk, at end of mall; Hole is palm tree, surrounded by wood chips, in the middle of several
planted areas.
#11-Tee from sidewalk at intersection; Hole is aluminum pole at corner of Dean Hall.
#12-Tee from sidewalk at intersection; Hole is aluminum light pole next to emergency phone.
#13-Tee in from bottom of steps of Hawaii Hall; Hole is light pole at end of ADA ramp of Gartley Hall.
#14-Tee from bottom of steps of Architecture Bldg.; Hole is light pole in middle of tree.
#15-Tee from intersection of walkways; Hole is lamp post at edge of OB parking lot.
#16-Tee left of dumpsters; Hole is light pole at corner of Dean Hall; same as #11.  Place spotter at corner of George Hall.
#17-Tee from sidewalk, throw under low hanging branches; Hole is white light pole near corner of Hawaii Hall.
Bushes behind pole are OB.
#18-Tee from walkway, where asphalt ends and cement starts; Hole is same as hole #10.


